
INHERITANCE

Early each morning
the last loyal farm animal
comes in through the kitchen window.

Thinking of the trees living in close
with the buildings and of places where the snow
swirls thickest, places of less emptiness
moving like the ghosts of grasseaters;
I turn, but I am not where I should be,
my face not weathered harsh and grained,
angular as a German woodcut.
Only the barn is where it belongs,
whistling in the dry wind,
and the farmhouse, waiting.

Somewhere else a cock crows.
Somewhere else a farm hand stirs.
Somewhere else chores are waiting.
Here there is only the sun
coming in through the kitchen window.
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SONGS OF THE NEW BODY

Outside, the old voices move among their words
like exiles seeking the child
who sings the dark songs of the dreamplanters.

There is a song of ice
that fills the pockets of warm bodies,
a majesty that descends,
singing to a bed of snails,
when the shape of the world changes.

A small turbulence of terns
hovers,
skimming the changing surface for the small
survivals it carries like breathing coins.

There is a song of fire
that frees the breath of plants,
a death song of animals
that brings their bodies back again
remembering sunlight and substance
and how they came to be held
in their own stomachs.

There is a song of air
sitting quietly on the bed of the tongue,
listening to the wind, waiting
and planning the one good thing
it will say in the lives of the blood.

There is a song of earth
that fills the distances with Here, Here
and Remember this, a steady chant, a hum
in the delicate wires of wheat.

The rocks I open with slow fingers
become dark loam calling to roots.
I begin by palming the seeds.
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I have a handshake that grows
its own neighbors. I have a foot
that steadies the other side of footprints.

There is a song of change
that has lost its memory.
Everything will be living differently.
Everything will be living.
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THE OLD WOODCARVER

1.

A hunter carves out a hollow
in the split, steaming
carcass of a legend.

The perfection of brown,
racked in bone-velvet,
rises like a cedar ghost.

The old man calls
and the heartwood opens.
The animal enters.

2.

Bear rises from stump.
Bear is family. Bear is old.
Bear is the stumble of winter.

Bear is a maternal grandfather
rooting in thick sleep.
Bear is a hole in the mountain.

Bear is log-beater, bark-grubber,
claw, tooth, and hump.
Bear is rumbling into father.

3.

If hollow had a name
it could be owl.

Eyes like black caves
where night
tears at pieces of the day.

Surrender comes quietly,
a monk with a sharp bone
and many books in his cave.
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Gliding into himself, each victim
answers the same questions.

4.

Sleep and the moon
in the bellies of wolves
moving down the canyons
like the lost words of shadows
passing into their own darkness.

Sleep and the nocturnal carnivore,
shadow turned talon and gone,
a pierced tendon, the thick wet trail
of the more fortunate, and again,
the deep, steady pumping
of a dark organ.

5.

The blade of the knife
passes through water.
Sullen, well-fed bass
drift in the hollows
of sunken trees. Turtles
glide back into green water.
Wall-eyed pike in the eelgrass.
Redwings in the cattails.
Long shadows on the mud.

In the black grass the faint outlines
of a robe. The snail prince
dreaming in the green night.
The blade of the knife
passes through sleep.
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